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EXAMPLE SAVINGS
IN A RESTAURANT
WHERE INSTALLED,
THE BUBBLE 90
NOZZLES SAVE
80% ON AVERAGE

INCLUDES RESTROOMS

Our patented Pulsation Flow
Technology reduces the water
flow by up to 95%, makes washing and cleaning much faster and
easier, compared to a regular tap,
and requires no electricity.

You don’t need any specialised
tools to maintain your Bubble90.
Simply turn on the faucet and pull
down at the grip of the nozzle; the
water stream will flush away any
dirt or impurities within seconds.

To fit all kitchen setups, we offer 3
models of Bubble90. Restaurants
can expect to save 60% to 95% on
taps where Bubble90 nozzles are
installed and reduce their total water bill by 20% to 32% on average.

TOTAL WATER SAVINGS PER CUSTOMER

The above data is taken from real customers; these often receive ROI in 3 to 6 months after the initial purchase. Presently,
the Bubble90 is used by over 24,000 restaurants, 1200 supermarkets, 320 hospitals, 90 factories, and many others.

BUBBLE90 NOZZLE MODELS
BUBBLE90
EXTREME

BUBBLE90
CLASSIC

BUBBLE90
LIGHT

The Bubble90 Extreme offers the
highest water-saving and cost
reduction of all models. Its focused
area of impact gives a substantial
boost to cleaning power, making it
excellent for washing and cleaning
smallware in restaurants or retail.

The Bubble90 Classic offers the
best balance between water
volume and water conservation.
Suitable for almost any setting,
it increases cleaning efficiency
and provides significant cost
reduction, with enough water
flow to fill the occassional mug.

The Bubble90 Light is singularly
well-equipped for the cleaning
of large dishes. It offers larger volume of water compared
to the other models, making it
perfect when, for example, your
water heaters require a certain
flow rate to function.
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INSTALLATION METHOD

PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT

Remove the original nozzle
from the tap and attach the
Bubble90 in its place. Rotate
to the right and use a wrench
to tighten the screw.

Rotate the nozzle’s grip to
the left to increase the water
pressure; rotate to the right to
decrease the water pressure.
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